Science Fiction

**Child Fiction:**

- Anderson: *Whales On Stilts*—Pals in Peril series *(Grade 5+)*
- Asch: *Time Twister: Journal #3 of a Cardboard Genius* *(Grade 3+)*
- Barrows: *The Magic Half* *(Grade 4+)*
- Bransford: *Jacob Wonderbar and the Cosmic Space Kapow* *(Grade 4+)*
- Buckley-Archer: *Gideon the Cutpurse*—Gideon Trilogy *(grade 5+)*
- Burkhard: *Riddle in the Mountain* *(Grade 4+)*
- Byng: *Molly Moon's Incredible Book of Hypnotism*—Molly Moon series *(grade 4+)*
- Carroll: *The Awakening*—Quantum Prophecy *(grade 6+)*
- Clayton: *The Roar*—sequel available *(grade 5+)*
- Clements: *Things Not Seen* *(grade 6+)*
- Crilley: *Akiko on the Planet Smoo*—Akiko series *(grade 4+)*
- Dashner: *The Journal of Curious Letters*—The 13th Reality *(grade 5+)*
- Diamand: *Raider's Ransom*—sequel available *(grade 5+)*
- DiTerlizzi: *The Search for WondLa* *(grade 5+)*
- Falkner: *The Tomorrow Code* *(grade 6+)*
- Falls: *Dark Life*—sequel available *(grade 6+)*
- Fishbone: *The Challengers* *(grade 4+)*
- Forester: *The Girl who could Fly* *(grade 5+)*
- Fox: *Eager*—sequel available *(grade 5+)*
- Goobie: *Fixed* *(grade 6+)*
- Haddix: *Among the Hidden*—Shadow Children series *(grade 5+)*
- Haddix: *Found*—The Missing *(grade 4+)*
- Haptie: *Otto and the Flying Twins* *(grade 4+)*
- Hawking: *George's Secret Key to the Universe*—sequel available *(grade 4+)*
- Holt: *Mike Stellar, Nerves of Steel* *(grade 4+)*
- Hurd: *Bongo Fishing* *(grade 4+)*
- Jeffrey: *Max Quick: the Pocket and the Pendant* *(grade 5+)*
- Landon: *The Limit* *(grade 6+)*
- Lennon: *Questors* *(grade 5+)*
- Lyga: *Archvillain* *(grade 4+)*
- MacHale: *The Merchant of Death*—Pendragon series *(grade 5+)*
- McElligott: *Benjamin Franklinstein Lives!*—sequel available *(grade 4+)*
- McKissack: *The Clone Codes* *(grade 5+)*
- Mason: *The Last Synapsid* *(grade 5+)*
Morse
Magic Pickle and the Planet of the Grapes—Magic Pickle series (grade 4+)
Myklusch
Jack Blank and the Imagine Nation (grade 5+)
Nelson
Herbert’s Wormhole (grade 3+)
Nylund
The Resisters (grade 5+)
Park
Archer’s Quest (grade 4+)
Paulsen
The Time Hackers (grade 5+)
Pfeffer
Life as We Knew it—Last Survivor series (grade 6+)
Pinkwater
Adventures of a Cat-Whiskered Girl (grade 5+)
Prévost
The Book of Time—Book of Time Trilogy (grade 5+)
Reisman
Simon Bloom: the Gravity Keeper—Simon Bloom series (grade 4+)
Rex
The True Meaning of Smekday (grade 4+)
Seidler
Brainboy and the Deathmaster (grade 4+)
Simmons
Alien Feast—Chronicles of the First Invasion (grade 5+)
Snyder
Any Which Wall (grade 4+)
Stewart
The Mysterious Benedict Society—Mysterious Benedict Society series (grade 5+)
Teague
The Doom Machine: a Novel (grade 4+)
Van Eekhout
The Boy at the End of the World (grade 5+)
Vaupel
Rules of the Universe by Austin W. Hale (grade 5+)
Walden
H.I.V.E.: Higher Institute of Villainous Education—H.I.V.E. (grade 5+)
Wells
On the Blue Comet (grade 5+)
Weston
Zorgamazoo (grade 4+)
White
You’ll like it here (Everybody Does) (grade 5+)
Williams
The Golden Hour (grade 5+)
Wilson
A Boy and his Bot (grade 5+)
Winterson
Tanglewreck (grade 5+)

Reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities will be made upon request and if feasible.
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